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1) I am Not a Touble-maker, I am Just Curious
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2) I am not Shy, I Just Think a Lot
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3) I am not a Coward, I am Just Cautious
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This series is to help growing children’s self-esteem by letting them realise their own strength
and encourage them to express their thoughts and emotions.
#1. Trouble-maker
It is said that this boy is so mischievous and a trouble-maker in the nursery school. But actually, he is
not make troubles on purpose. He can think of something fun, more that hundred things!
So, the reason to disassemble the clock is to understand how it works.
The reason to call his friend nickname, Piggy, is not to tease her. Just he thinks piggy is cute and pretty.
Also, the reason to chat with his friend during class is to share ideas as there are so many things
popping up in his head.
He is curious about everything around him, and thanks for this character, he can be a winner of treasurehunt game! He finds many treasures hidden in the classroom, and share them with friends.
If you see me from a different angle, you will find my strength.

#2. Shy boy
It is said that this boy is so shy and can’t say boo to a goose. But actually, he just need time to think
and express his feelings.
He is sure that he becomes a good friend when hanging out with new friends, but he just take time to
be close.
The reason he doesn’t put a hand in class is to give opportunities to other classmates. It doesn’t mean
that he has no idea.
When the lady next door asks something to him, what he needs is waiting for him so that he can speak
up his opinion.
He likes playing alone, staying at home, but actually, he is highly good at making a good fairytales.
He has many faces, so please look at him in a different way and see what I can do well.

#3. Timorous boy
It is said that this boy is easily scared. But actually, he is not such a coward in many situations.
If he goes to toilet with his friend, don’t get him wrong, he is not scared to face a toilet monster. It’s
because he just needs a friend to go together in case it would be boring on the way there.
When visiting a museum, the reason he keeps following a teacher is not scared to get lost. It’s because
that he loves to stay beside her who tells a lot of hidden funny stories about the pictures.
When other mischievous friends tease him and call him a coward, a big dog pops up all of a sudden.
All of them run away, but the boy pets his head. Now you may know, he is not a coward in a certain
situation.

